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YINDJIBARNDI PEOPLE — NATIVE TITLE 

686. Ms J. FARRER to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs: 

I refer to the Yindjibarndi people, who were last week formally granted exclusive native title rights over their land. 
Can the minister update the house on this historic determination and outline the reasons the government will not 
be appealing the decision? 

Mr B.S. WYATT replied: 
I thank the member for Kimberley for the question. Members, Western Australia is a native title state. When we 
move around the country—we found this out recently at a meeting with native title ministers—Queensland and 
Western Australia dominate the debate around native title, mainly because other states have some form of other 
tenure that Aboriginal people prefer to pursue. At the moment, about 80 per cent of Western Australia is covered 
by some form of native title or some form of application for native title. 
Recently, I was out in Tjuntjuntjara with the Spinifex people who were the first consent determination in 
Western Australia and last week I had the privilege of travelling to Millstream—people here know Millstream—
with the Attorney General, the member for Pilbara and what appeared to be everybody from Roebourne as well 
for the wonderful celebration of the Yindjibarndi being granted exclusive possession of native title. This is the first 
time exclusive possession has been granted in the Pilbara over an entire determination area. There are bits and 
pieces where there is exclusive possession, but this is the first exclusive possession granted to an entire 
determination area. There was a huge level of celebration by everybody there, including His Honour Justice Rares, 
who came out to make the determination. It is an interesting decision by the court. The government will not be 
appealing that decision around exclusive possession. The reason is based on extensive legal advice that I have 
received from the State Solicitor. Hon Michael Mischin seems to think I have some sort of conflict in respect of 
the decision that we have made, in not appealing the native title ruling of His Honour Justice Rares. But I assure 
the shadow Attorney General, Hon Michael Mischin, that it was done, not just because it was the right decision 
and that we are of the view that you negotiate with Aboriginal groups, particularly around outcomes around native 
title, but because it was recommended to us by the State Solicitor’s Office. It is a good decision. Anyone who has 
followed that long piece of litigation leading up to the judgement by His Honour Justice Rares would appreciate 
that the Yindjibarndi Aboriginal Corporation has had a number of fronts upon which it has fought to receive this 
quite extraordinary judgement via the Federal Court. I congratulate them and I look forward to working with them, 
as all members in this place should, not fearful of the decision of exclusive possession, but realising there is great 
opportunity for the Yindjibarndi and for the people of Western Australia. 
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